NEWSLETTER
December 2010
14/12/2010—STONEY COVE
WINTER DIVE 2010

DATES FOR
YOUR
DIARY

(09.30hrs. at site. Open to all qualified divers)

16/12/2010—TURKEY BAP &
MULLED WINE NIGHT
Club House @ Resa after the Pool session 20:15 hrs.
approx

23/12/2010 - SWIMMING POOL
CLOSED

26/12/2010—RESA BOXING
DAY FROST DIVE

Hello all and welcome to Decembers newsletter, well were do I start? I guess that
the AGM is as good a place as any. This took place on the 25/11/2010 and all
went well. We are doing quite well for funds and the good news is that fees will
again not be increasing for another year. The other main topic was the club rib
held at QAB in Plymouth. Because it had not been used this year it was suggested that it should be mothballed for a year to save on mooring fees, but this
was rejected and it will again be available for use from April next year for the
season. A schedule of proposed rib dives will be released with plenty of notice to
allow members to book time off from work and other commitments.
All of the committee were voted in and remain unchanged from last year except
that we now have a new boat officer in the guise of Sean Russell. Our thanks go
out to Mike Carter for all that he has done keeping the boats serviced and available over the last few years. The compressor continues to more than pay it’s way
and fill prices will remain unchanged at £2.50 for up to a 15 litre cylinder. 3 litre
Pony cylinders can be filled for free when filling your main cylinder. It is hoped
that a compressor course will be held over the coming year to train more operators.
Numbers of club dives done this year remain on a par with previous years, although these were done by fewer divers.

"The Bread Knife Incident"
This is a true story of a curious incident that occurred at the Rezza last Saturday.
I arrived early and set about getting the RIB out and into the water. Ray Turner
arrived and helped with the launch of the RIB. We both then took the RIB for a
couple of circuits and tied it up at the jetty as normal. Ray and Sean Russell
paired up and had a normal dive. On their return, Ray and I got the RIB onto
the trailer. and I operated the winch. As it cleared the water, Ray looked around
the RIB. The next I heard was Ray exclaiming, "Who put this bread knife here?"
There was a bread knife, fixed under the RIB rope on the tube. There were no
strangers about and no one went near the RIB. Besides, the knife was on the
'rezza side of the RIB'. It could not have been there when I took it from the
garage, and was not there when we took it round the Rezza.
Was it the ghost of the old woman who disappeared in the Rezza?
Very spooky!!!!!!!!!!!

Photo Below

Ray Points to the
Phantom Bread Knife

Graham

WISHING A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY
NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL
AND HERE’S LOOKING FORWARD TO SOME
GOOD SAFE DIVING IN 2011

STONEY COVE
WINTER DIVE
14/12/2010
09:30 HRS. ON THE CAR PARK
CHECK THE LINK FOR
DIRECTIONS AND FEES

http://www.stoneycove.co.uk/

BOXING DAY
FROST DIVE
26/12/2010
08:30 HRS. AT THE REZZA

Shark attacks three tourists in
Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt

Attacks by oceanic white tip sharks are extremely rare

Three tourists have been injured by a shark in three separate attacks at
the Egyptian resort of Sharm el-Sheikh.
Virtually all water sports have been suspended at the Red Sea resort following the attacks.
One of the tourists is believed to be in a critical conditional in hospital in the Egyptian capital, Cairo.
The authorities are searching for an oceanic white tip shark, which is believed to have carried out the attacks.
They want to capture the shark and release it into the open sea.
The Associated Press news agency quoted a local conservation official, Mohammed Salem, as saying all the
victims were Russian.
The suspension of diving and water sports applies to all but a small area around Sharm el-Sheikh.
Attacks by oceanic white tip sharks are extremely rare and shark attacks of any kind are very unusual in the
Red Sea.
The BBC Cairo correspondent, Jon Leyne, says it is one of the most popular areas in the world for diving, so
a decision to suspend water sports there would not have been taken lightly.

I HEARD THIS ON THE BBC THIS MORNING (02/12/2010) THOUGHT IT MIGHT INTEREST
THOSE GOING TO EGYPT NEXT YEAR.

